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abstract
C.W.N.S.P.O.S. is an exploration about the usefulness
of computational techniques at a greater diversity
of scale than what is seen in digital fabrication or
product sets. Its vehicle is the issue of a housing
model in the city of Houston. The project posits that
we might respond to an architectural condition at
the scale of part-to-whole relationships, and to an
urban condition at the scale of the object set--both
intrinsic to a singular methodology.
The work begins as a formal investigation at the
scales of a building as a closed whole and apartments as parts. The model is thought of as a topological system, developed based on the simultaneous conditions of multiple sites. The result suggests
a model that, compared to the existing housing
model, produces a greater diversity of possible
social relationships.
The investigation then extends to a test of actual data
for sites in the city. Selecting sites that satisfy constraints of the building model, the project attempts
to read the city back on itself in a manner not typically reserved for form. The final tests propose that
the object set could produce an aesthetic identity
that still has as its domain a large territory, but that
transcends the scale of patterns in the urban fabric
as it exists today.
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The following is an edited transcript of the public thesis defense

you start with the production of wholes and subdivide into parts. The other way is to think about the usefulness

and selected comments from guest jurors and members of the Rice School of Architecture faculty.

of these techniques but at a greater diversity of scales than the things I’ve shown here--more than toward the
ends of digital fabrication or what we see in products like the Alessi teapots. This thesis examines one possible

Recent projects that we think of as computational share a frequent concern with the production of multiple parts.

permutation of formal production left unexplored: the closed whole with non-standard parts that is produced as

In part, this comes from the discrete nature of computation. When we use computational techniques, we have a

an object set. I initiate the process with formal investigation to explore what the potentials of these techniques

tendency to make self-similar parts and aggregate them together into wholes.

might be.

Let’s establish terms using precedents from the discipline, and do so through a purely formal reading. By a

To set up a platform for the exploration, I’ve chosen the issue of housing in Houston. I take as the scenario the

“whole” I mean the overall reading of a project or building. Van Eyck’s Amsterdam Orphanage and Aranda/

closed whole as one building, the non-standard parts as the apartments, and the object set as the housing

Lasch’s Grotto are “open” wholes: you tend to read discrete parts, and that reading subsumes a reading of any

model on multiple sites in the city. This means I posit that by investigating these techniques, we might address

finite perimeter to the project. In the orphanage, the parts are identical to one another. In Grotto, a computational

architectural conditions at the scale of part-to-whole relationships, and we might address urban conditions at the

project, the parts are non-standard. (fig. 1)

scale of the object set.

Maltzan’s Star Apartments and Hadid’s MAXXI are “closed” wholes. Their forms suggest finite systems in which
the reading of parts is secondary to an understanding of the whole. In the Maltzan, the whole subdivides into nonstandard parts. Hadid’s is a closed whole without subdivision. Being as it is a building, there are of course parts

C.W.N.S.P.

of some kind, but this example of the continuous surface project succeeds in making it difficult to discern where



one part ends and the next one begins. (fig. 2)


There is an existing model in Houston for this type of housing called a “podium”; it’s always 5 floors of units above
2 levels of parking, it’s always a double loaded corridor up against the perimeter of the site, and it’s wrapped

defense

In Lynn’s Embryological House or the 99 Teapots for Alessi, each member of the set is one closed whole without

around one central courtyard. There is a particular intent behind the way these buildings are made, specific to

interior parts. One intent behind projects like these is to demonstrate a mode of production particular to a digital

the envelope, which is to address a public desire to see the building broken down into multiple parts, i.e. to

environment which takes as its limit a single topology, and produces complete non-standardness from iteration

break down the scale. The way this is typically done is via an operation within a very narrow dimension from the

to iteration. In theory, the set produces total diversity and could therefore be deployed to an unlimited number of

periphery. It’s done through minor articulation of form or articulation of material and color. (See page 18)

conditions. (fig. 3)
I begin by selecting a set of sites which currently have housing. In other words, they’ve already been selected for
How can we think about computational techniques that are available to us but in a different way than have been

apartments by means of the factors that drive development, i.e. economic, social, et cetera. I then develop the

studied? One is to reverse the logic of aggregation. Rather than start with parts and aggregate them into wholes,

model by accounting for the contingent conditions of multiple sites simultaneously. This setup allows me to look

open whole
standard parts
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for initial criteria and start to understand potential constraints relative to site information. My purpose is to find a
limited domain that has a consistent and self-similar enough group of constraints such that the model intrinsically
contains an instantiation of itself specific to each site.
As I develop the model and apply it to the sites, I begin to order the sites according to three constraints based on

fig. 6

the results of iterating the model. The first constraint is size. The second is figure; sites are 4-sided or more. The
third is proportion, the ratio of the dimensions of the site. At the end of this process I select a limited domain to
produce a self-similar set with self-similar contingent conditions. The idea is to design the model so that is only
works for a limited domain, suggesting that it might be able to produce the object set based on location-specific
conditions.
Let’s think about the closed whole object as a topological condition, in that a central void causes the form to
reinforce its own wholeness. In polycentric conditions, where there is no clear center, you tend to read a field
condition. I would argue that in a more complex topology, as long as the form maintains the hierarchy between
the central and other voids, it continues to reinforce its wholeness and objecthood.

fig. 4
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Both the existing and proposed models can be defined by consistent topological conditions. The existing model
has always one courtyard. It produces a binary condition in that the units either face the public street or the semipublic courtyard. (fig. 4)
My proposed model is a collection of five semi-public courtyards, which produces multiple conditions. Units face
public street and semi-public peripheral courtyard, or they face semi-public peripheral courtyard and semi-public
central courtyard. There are four units per floor that actually face two semi-publics without any corridor on either
side. (fig. 5) My overall topological strategy eliminates the dominance of the double-loaded corridor and instead
reproduces in multiple a double-sided, single-loaded corridor condition.
In addition, the ordering of the building tends to be by floor plate in the existing model. You share one long corridor
with one floor, all the elevators on that corridor, and therefore the rest of the building. The scales of the building
are first by one unit and next by the whole building. (fig. 6) In the proposed model there is the possibility of several
social scales bigger than the unit but smaller than the building. There are many possible social groupings, and at
any given unit you might experience multiple conditions simultaneously. (fig. 7)
Another quality about the exterior strategy is that merely by slight articulation of the surface, from the street you
perceive the facade as multiple parts. It looks like different buildings. However, the parts are self-similar enough
that you conceive of it as a whole. (fig. 8)
fig. 5

fig. 7

This first half of the thesis suggests that it is possible with these techniques to produce a topology which is whole,

figures, as other figures would tend to lose the hierarchy of the five courtyards. The last constraint is proportion; a

but potentially produces a greater diversity of social relationships. Even though it’s a closed whole object, it can

threshold of proportion limits problems of circulation and hierarchy of the courtyards. (see pages 27-8)

function as parts both to the exterior aesthetically and to the interior socially.
Remember, the building topology I’ve developed at this point relies on reinforcing its own wholeness. The
previously discussed surface strategy produces another effect when viewed in the oblique: when two buildings
are adjacent to one another, those surfaces collapse and one building no longer appears as one closed whole.
O.S.

By the same token, multiple adjacent blocks are perceived as a field condition. (fig. 9)

The original hypothesis dictates that I need to produce an object set. I know that I started with a set already biased

When I take the intersection of the three constraints in one map, what you see are primarily contiguous patches

by other criteria; its selection was extraneous to the technique. I can’t authentically produce the object set until I

in neighborhoods where there are regular self-similar square blocks. The results in this map define the limit to

expand the investigation to a contiguous condition of real sites from real data in Houston.

what the model I’ve developed can do. On the topology alone, I can’t constrain the model enough to produce an
object set because of the existing development patterns of the city. The rules of the building topology, applied at

First, I must assume a baseline search area large enough to project forward the implications of how the model

the urban scale, produce a field.

would work. I’ve chosen what we call the “Inner Loop,” the area bounded by Interstate 610. The Loop contains
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central Houston’s primary (albeit dispersed) urban cores: Downtown, the Texas Medical Center, and the Energy

What constitutes the object set is again a topological condition, but this time at the scale of multiple building sites

Corridor. Accordingly, the area also includes neighborhoods like Midtown, the Heights, River Oaks, and the Medical

in the city. It becomes clear that I must introduce a different metric that acknowledges the relative locations of

Center area where our mid-rise multi-family housing buildings are concentrated and are rapidly increasing. I

the blocks and the spatial contingencies of the blocks themselves. I need a location-specific rule so that each

assume physical blocks not parcels, and exclude any block with a brownfield site and any existing skyscrapers.

member of the set can be perceived as an object and therefore produce a conceptual set.

I take as the domain my three constraints that I identified during my initial development of the model. The first

I implemented a pattern that produces sufficient space between blocks on the premise that no one building is

constraint is size; at a certain threshold the circulation becomes so attenuated or the courtyards so compressed

visually accessible from another. Let’s call this a sightline topology. You must start with one block, and occlude any

that the model doesn’t work due to light, air, and egress. The second constraint is figuration. I only take four-sided

buildings that are adjacent to lines of sight available to that built block, unless of course a sight line encounters
a change in the block geometry. (fig. 10) What this does is produce differentiation in the pattern when there is
differentiation in the block structure. And of course, because the pattern depends on which block is built first,
what I’m showing is one instantiation of the topology of which there is some finite number of workable patterns.
This second part of the thesis suggests that you might be able to insert a limited amount of change into the
existing city rather than supplant large swaths with clusters of buildings or some sort of totalizing infrastructure,
methods well known to urbanism. Instead, the object set would be able to produce an aesthetic identity that still
has as its domain a large territory, but transcends the scale of the neighborhood differentiation as it exists today.

fig. 8

fig. 9

fig. 10



JURY DISCUSSION

ALBERT POPE [AP]

AP

it’s in fact an object. That seems to offer something productive.

without being a mat building. That’s the strongest invention and

There’s a most wonderful quality in the project in that you’ve

I would challenge you in that there’s more than one way to get

So that seemed to me a more arbitrary imposition on the model

makes me want to see more of it. I’m wondering about the

reverse engineered common sense. I think what you’ve done is

what you’re getting out of that specific shape. I think that when

of development, whereas the idea of producing five courtyards

question of editing. You can’t fill the whole city, therefore you

turn a simple courtyard figure ground into a topological system

you take on the specific shape so early, you’re compounding

and more variation in terms of living is in fact pushing at the

need to find constraints. Some of the constraints are you as an

in order to reverse engineer what was formerly common sense

your problems. You might look at the courtyard first, then look

development model.

architect. In this process of editing, where is your agency as an

with respect to the built environment. You carry an awareness

at its relationship to the four courtyards, then put them into a

that that’s what you’re doing, and you find the moments when

shape--as opposed to trying to do that with one very specific

To me the repetition of blocks wouldn’t create a field condition

you let that go, as opposed to accelerating toward an argument

form.

urbanism. It would be a series of objects, especially if formal

AY

that is too complex to fathom or to be effective in as diverse a
platform as the city is.



architect?

iteration operates in the way you describe. In other words, you’d

Holding myself to the initial setup of formal constraints allows

TROY SCHAUM [TS]

have faceting that would be individualized and it’s simply more

me to make design decisions throughout the development of

But I think what’s the most interesting is, as Albert pointed out,

subtle a reading.

the algorithm. It’s constrained enough such that I can push upon

Usually when we do a typological survey, we take a model and

what’s so strange about your formal urban analysis. It took me

discovering potentials of a particular form, rather than stopping

try to find the greatest number of circumstances for which that

a while to unpack, but I think what you’re doing is operating

URTZI GRAU [UG]

short and going outside the constraints toward a greater degree

model works. You have inverted that. You went through the entire

almost as if you’re Howard Shultz with Starbucks. You invented

The qualities that give them objecthood are the ones that you

of flexibility.

city and found the most rarified number of circumstances, the

this form, then analyzed the city formally akin to how a developer

haven’t talked about in the entire process, right? I think especially

least relevance. That’s a strange inversion of process.

would analyze the city by markets, hard corners, density of traffic,

in your perspectives, the effect that you are talking about

I think what you’re asking is equivalent to wondering why not

defense

and so forth. You’ve basically engineered a project with a certain

only operates because that representation lacks the terrazzo-

accommodate as many sites as possible, as in a typical urban

You could do five thousand of these maps and hit every block

kind of specificity of reading the city back on itself. Usually we

like color and the randomly positioned square windows that

model. The reason I choose to exclude those possibilities is

in the city, depending on how you define your criteria. I think

tend to think of form as more generic. There’s an intelligence to

produce a really strong effect in the physical model. I wonder

that if the system is too flexible--if the algorithm has so many

you would have benefited greatly from a second degree of

the way you’re using categories that we usually don’t reserve

what’s perceived when you look at the versions of the model

branches and accounts for so many idiosyncrasies--I cannot

abstraction; when we’re looking at all of your diagrams, we’re

for form in order to make form read the city. There’s a kind of

in which those elements are erased. When you have only the

scale up. There would be no way to progress from the topology

looking at this crinkled, crumpled form that’s not only an

specificity almost like a developer’s specificity, but you have to

white geometry, it’s unclear to me that the same effects would

to the patches of neighborhoods. Theoretically, after discovering

organizational diagram, but a specific shape. You know what

start with this formal invention.

be so obvious.

the patches, there are two options. One of them is to return to the

the organizational diagram would look like, but you drew the

model and redesign the model such that it is more constrained

form. Had you reduced the form and eliminated the extraneous

SARAH WHITING [SW]

AMALE ANDRAOS [AA]

and eliminates more sites. The other way is to introduce a

issues of shape, I think your organizational logic could have

The project begs the question whether it’s this hard to break the

I particularly appreciate that you’ve taken something that is

second metric.

been clearer and more direct.

model of development in Houston. I appreciate your obsessive

typically an object--Alessi furniture--and posed the question, do

process, but to some extent it proves why we see exactly the

these scale up? One question I have is whether it matters that

MIMI HOANG [MH]

ANASTASIA YEE [AY]

same thing over and over again--it’s because this is so damn

an object set read as an object set when represented as an

I’m curious, do any of the units repeat? Do you have any two

I don’t believe you can start with the diagram, precisely because

hard. No client would sit through your presentation. I wonder

arrangement on a grid? Once you scale up and you’re seeing

units that are identical in terms of size, geometry, window

of the inversion of process you mentioned. I only know after

whether, once you’ve gone through all this, there is a way to

things in perspective rather than in relation to one another, does

pattern, inflection in the facade?

having produced this through formal investigation that I can’t

make it an easier system so that you can generate these faster.

it destroy the object set quality?

corridor without producing a great deal of dead space unless I

I also wonder, what’s wrong with the field? I think that that is

For me, some of these rejected models are really exciting. The

have the rules that dictate this specific shape. I know it once I’ve

actually a self-indulgent imposition on your process. There’s

strongest invention is the multiple courtyards, wherein we’ve

made this shape and tweaked those dimensions. You can’t start

something about the perspective of the buildings in a series

been given a simplistic courtyard typology for so long and you

AP

with the diagram.

where you realize, thinking the building is part of one long wall,

prove that we can really multiply courtyards even at a small scale,

And that was the point, total and complete uniqueness.

get the circulation, the surface effects, nor the single-loaded

AY
No.



MH
But is that the point? The project is fascinating and I’m trying

not just in terms of the same floor plan.

to understand why you chose housing, where repetition and



think your project is incredibly strong is in showing that rather

stuff that we like to have. Perhaps if the topology was more

than the single static courtyard you can make five; that’s

continuous, the algorithmic definition would be more subversive
of the developmental framework in Houston.

efficiency are king. You’ve been very adamant about the ideal

AY

fantastic. The other strong invention is that rather than four

site. However, like Amale, I’m particularly partial to some of these

Initially I was exploring many methods and productive techniques

corners with a unit at each of those corners, in your project each

rejected models. You’re rejecting sites that are too long, too

that are computationally available to me. An interesting thing

one of the main corners has at least two or three units. That is

AP

narrow, too small, et cetera. Given the obsession with repetition

about the process is that the insistence on floor plates came out

music to a developer’s ears. Moreover, you have many corners.

The question is what you’re using the algorithm for. Are you

in housing, I’m curious whether there could be an interesting

of these models in the earlier steps. A lot of the early exploration

That’s where I think that you marry the formal exuberance and

using it to narrow down to a single example? Are you using it to

tension in articulating potential parameters in terms of the unit

involves thinking about what those trade-offs are going to be. I

obsession with a reinvention of housing. You created a lot of

open up? Is it just a tool, a mechanism for variance?

versus the whole. You are far more flexible with the units than

only know after making that decision to go after some of these

in-between, “not-quite-public” conditions. Where I would push

with the overall site. In a way, that’s the reverse of how typical

effects as metrics against which to judge further refinement of

the project is on your base desire--a base minimum of five

SCOTT COLMAN [SC]

housing is. Maybe that is the point.

the model.

courtyards, followed by as many corners as possible. Because

All the way along you’ve been trying to produce a Closed Whole

you’re right, units could vary as A, B, E. What is the actual

Non-Standard Part Object Set. And at every moment in time

variety? It’s infill versus corner versus half-corner, et cetera.

you bring in criteria to produce a Closed Whole Non-Standard

defense

AY

AP

In housing, repetition is crucial but in fact there is value to very

But it’s the classification of the decisions that is the issue. Do

close variation among the units. These buildings have E, A, A1,

we drive the project by the doorjamb in Unit 201B? Everyone in

I do agree with an earlier comment that the faceting seems like

going to do. All the way along, people have been putting forth

B1, B2, et al and they are very similar. I’m after non-standard

this room knows Kahn’s little anecdote about a spoon as a form

a red herring. We’re not quite sure why that idiosyncrasy and

performance criteria, social criteria, aesthetic criteria, et cetera.

parts but not just for the sake of diversity--just the sake of having

that’s a bowl and a handle. From that simple form there are 10

uniqueness are actually important.

They could discover shapes that they like; they could suggest

different shapes and sizes of apartments is akin to the intent of

million spoons. Right? If we can’t see that base form underneath

having 99 teapots of different shapes. One interesting difference

all those different spoons, we’re not going to effectively operate

MICHELLE CHANG [MC]

no. That’s not the criteria. I just want to do C.W.N.S.P.O.S. At

to me is that the units must be non-standard in order to produce

as architects because we can’t look beneath the circumstantial

It’s interesting to me that our conversation is about composition

times, in fact, you needed to surreptitiously bring in other criteria

the topological effects of the exterior and interior together. There

and see what’s really driving the project.

and the specificity of form, when I think your project is as much

in order to move the project along. So you’ve identified a space

about the proposition that an algorithmic architecture laid on top

in the discipline; I believe you, maybe we haven’t explored

There are two ways to argue in favor of producing more variation

of the framework of the structure of development in Houston

C.W.N.S.P.O.S.

JIM NJOO [JN]

than what you’ve done. One is to explore different alternatives to

allows for some type of design freedom. I think that aspect of

I think this exploratory process is very interesting as a general

your basic scheme. Part of thinking about that base form is to

your project is really provocative. Of course the validity of that

MH

method. Rather than setting a hypothesis and proving it, you

give you a much wider range of options rather than locking

provocation rests on the success of the building you design.

Beyond teasets.

test and explore, and at a certain point your discoveries redefine

into a specific shape. Now the second advantage would be

However, I think it rests much more on how you design the

the terms. That’s not happening with the housing enough.

that your model would have much greater applicability.

algorithm. I find some of the decisions and references you’ve

SC

must be non-standardness for those effects to have value.

I understand the argument for the courtyards, but there are

Part Object Set. That’s where you’re headed; that’s what you’re

selecting more blocks than you suggest. Every time, you said

made really fascinating. Part of the algorithm involves the

Right, beyond teasets. You decided to explore it at the scale

sectional properties with inclinations that would open up a whole

But in fact, what I think is much more interesting is the way by

legibility of the object. How you define the object seems a bit

of the city with respect to a vernacular kind of apartment. It’s

new set of terms. For example, there are faceted explorations

which you made these maps. You could make a map for each

contradictory in my mind in that it has to be four-sided and

been a fascinating exploration for me to watch as a thesis

of volume that might be a mansard roof or an attic, and that

one of those types. I think you were heading there. You could

somewhat convex, yet you allow for crenelation. I would think

project. The question for you going forward is to what degree

could both respond to an urban situation and to interior quality

use variations on the basic system and plot them differently in

your definition of a continuous topology would involve continuity

can you continue to use that as a strategy? When you leave the

of space. Bringing that in would validate going through this

the city, because you knew you had flexibility in the base model.

of the crenelation from the outside toward the inside, but instead

building, to what degree can that be the criteria? After you admit

it flips to something much more planar. It becomes flattened.

to yourself that you’re smuggling in criteria, to what degree must

MH

The “Texas donut” you’ve presented is this highly articulated

you accept that the rest of the world sees other criteria?

That’s such a nice way of putting it, the base model. Where I

figure--it’s the balconies, all the accoutrements, the nice

process during which you don’t really know the target. I think
that work in exploring has to somehow digest all the surprises
when you reconfigure volume and quality of domestic space,



ANDREW COLOPY
What I find intriguing is a desire to always focus on the singular
object when we talk about the idiosyncratic, when in fact it was
never your ambition to produce any single building. It was always
a collection of things in the city. There was a certain degree of
arbitrariness in the selection of criteria. But in the process you
did make very specific decisions that are strongly architectural.
You tried really hard to maintain the model that’s actually in
production as much as possible. You tried to work within that
as a domain in order to see how it could operate in the city.
Part of the issue in that regard is that you’re looking for a way to
produce self-similarity without it happening contiguously. You’re



trying to establish how to produce a collective identity through
sets of objects rather than through actual spatial continuity. For
me, the value in the project has very little to do with all of the

defense

specificities and arbitrary moments. It has to do with how we
operate at the scale of the city.

There’s another factor that never comes up in the conversation:
how do we deal with the reality of the fact that we already operate
this way? It’s fascinating how these projects are already made
algorithmically, meaning you were constrained by availability in
terms of data. You were constrained by the blocks themselves
as specific, readily available information. You’ve shown that what
you attempted can be done. However hard it might have been
over the course of the semester, now you can do it, and you
can generate plans for every project in the city. However, you
acknowledge that there are limits in the city itself. Two blocks are
identical as far as the city is concerned. Therefore, you found
ways to operate at a scale that negotiates between the scale of
the city and the scale of the building. For me, that was the most
intriguing and the most valuable result of the process.
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